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Community Story

Malaysia

MALAYSIA BOLEH

Living Abroad in South Korea
by

Ahmad Nurzid Bin Rosli

Inha University offers a wide range programs for
international students. This is among the main reason why it attracts a large number of Malaysians to
enroll here year after year. Malaysians at Inha University come from different scholarship background
(Ministry of Higher Education Malaysian – MOHE,
Public Service Department – JPA, Malaysian Ministry of Defense and Korean Government Scholarship). At the moment, Malaysian communities at
Inha University are made up from few ethnic groups.
They are Malay, Chinese and few others. This significantly represents the diversity of our cultures.

football game, which "Cho" mean foot and "Ku"
means ball. Some of us spend a quality time at gymnasium or swimming pool.
In May, we usually get involved in yearly event call
“Harmony Festival”, a special festival for graduate
students, which is organized by “Inha University
Student Union”. The program is mainly to promote
unity element among Inha University students,
which is believed to lead to healthy and harmonized
environment. This program is also a great chance
for expat students to introduce their countries to
local and international students. As Malaysian community, we grab this opportunity to promote and
represent Malaysia through exhibition, food and cultural performances.

“Pot-Luck”

As time goes by, we eventually will develop the ability to adopt Korean culture. Once you live abroad,
you must enjoy both the difficulties and enjoyment
experiences. Living in a new culture can be exhilarating, personal rewarding and intellectually simulation. So, “ENJOY”, life is supposed to be fun.

“Food brings people
together”

Every semester, we organize a “family gathering” or
“pot-luck”. Everyone prepare a special food to
share, and of course a Malaysia delicacies. For example, we will prepare “ketupat (dumpling rice)”,
“rendang (spicy meat dish)”, “fried noodles or fried meehoon (fried glass noodles)”, “curry noodles”, and more.
The gathering is usually held around the campus.
Since everybody is living separately and busy with
classes, we believe this is the best way for us to
catch up between each other, and “food brings peoples
together”.
Sports activities also are a must. We love to play
football, basketball and not to forget Korean traditional games called "Choku". It's a Korean traditional

Malaysian students in action
The “Silat” or Malaysian martial art performers at
“Inha Harmony Festival”
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Community Story
Diwali—The festival of light

India

Inha - Home away from home
by

Sandipan Bera

India is a country of festivals. In
different part of India there are
thousands of festivals throughout
the year. Sometime it is religious,
sometime it is social, and sometime national. But despite the nature of festival, people join festival spontaneously, and celebrating.
Some of the big festivals in India
are Diwali, Eid, Holi, Pongal,
Onam, Bihu, Dasera, Ugadi,
Christmas …. keep on counting. Even though
some of the festivals are more popular in some
specific part of India, still the participation in these
festivals is huge.

God, eat some special sweets, and most important
decorate their houses with “Diya” means oil candle.
However, now a days the oil candle is replaced by
electronic lights. People use some firework also to
enjoy with light.
Every year Inha students from India gather in
some place to celebrate Diwali. We make different
foods together. Decorate the room with light. Arrange some cultural activity like singing, dancing
and many more fun. The special event is firework.
We go to the play ground and ignite the crackers
and burn so many other fireworks. In our busy
schedule this one day brings so much happiness
and fun for us. Specially meeting each other feel all
Indians as one family.

In Inha University there are around 30 Indian
people are living including students, post doctoral
fellow or faculty of the university. Definitely we
cannot celebrate all Indian festivals here. But most
of the time we try to celebrate Eid and Diwali.
Diwali is the festival of light in India and celebrated specially by the people of Hindu religion in
autumn every year. There are several myths behind
this. Symbolically it is celebrated to signify the victory of light over darkness, knowledge over ignorance, good over evil, and hope over despair. Generally people used to arrange some special prayer to
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Laboratory Story
Exploring the laboratory’s life
by

Melanie Ayungo
There are ten research laboratories in
Biological Engineering Graduate School.

Bioactive Material Laboratory
Introduction to Bioactive
Material Laboratory
The engineering is the niche of Inha
University. It composed of _% of
the total population. In 2009, Inha
University’s College of Biological
Engineering ranked 11th among
other Engineering schools in the
same category in Joong-Ang Ilbo,
one of the three biggest newspapers
in South Korea.
Generally, skin possesses various
study opportunities ranging from
testing various bioactive materials by
using cultured cells for skin depigmenting agents and screening
possible compounds used for skin
pathological conditions (i.e.: vitiligo).
Our research work involved in the
screening of active compounds for
skin diseases as well as antiwrinkling and whitening products
which is one of the demanding
products for the cosmetic industry
in Korea. Knowledge obtained from
these investigations can be applied
in the development of cosmetic bioactive materials. Currently we are
working on the production of antiwrinkling, whitening compounds
and screening compounds for vitiligo. Our ongoing projects are as follows:
1. Proteomic Approach for New
Target in Skin Depigmentation
2. Evaluation of Chinese and Philippine herb for vitiligo
3. Molecular studies on melanoso-

The Bioactive Material Laboratory is led
by Professor Eun Ki Kim. The lab conducted research works related to functional cosmetics, skin bioactive material, BioChip for HTS and antimicrobial
compound identification. It also focuses
on the biotechnological production of
bioactive materials in the two major
fields namely environment and skin biotechnology.

mal proteins as possible target
for Skin Depigmentation
4. Development of Anti-wrinkling
agents
The environmental biotechnology
encompasses the study of biomateri-

als or processes that are essential
part of our future technology. We
plan to replace the harmful chemicals or processes that are used in the
production of biomaterials and instead outsource this in the utilization
of waste materials from fruit peelings through biotechnological and
microbial technology. We aim to
achieve a productive research in
generating high yield production of
the investigated products through
proteomics and functional genomics.
Additionally, we try to work on the
production of sophorolipid, a biosurfactant with diverse applications
including household cleaning supplies, personal care products and
cosmetics. Our another ongoing
projects for this field are as follows:
Application of Sophorolipid biosur-
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factant as an antimicrobial agent
Producing peptide antibiotics from
citrus-process waste

Publications
Journal: 32 (International = 28, Domestic = 4).

Conference: Intellectual Property:
Patent Registration – Domestic Patent (32), International (2).

Poster: 47
For further information regarding
Bioactive Material Laboratory,
please visit our websites at
http://bioactive.inha.ac.kr/

Alumni Talk
During my study, 2009-2011, I almost spent my days enjoying every little bit of my dynamic’s life. Study
was the main purpose for me in Korea. Actually it was because I got scholarships from Cheil Jedang Indonesia which provided my living expenses and Inha

“Studying at Inha University
completely enlightened me.”

University as a sponsor for my tuition fee. I came to
Korea with another scholarship grantee. I regretted
my decision for taking my master degree in Korea at

Mr. Syamsul Bahri - Indonesia

first. Why? It was because I didn’t even know a sinMaster of Engineering in Marine Science gle word of Hangeul. I was not a big fan of Hallyu
and Biological Engineering
star and Korean Drama was not my favorite soap
opera. But life must go on. I met my roommates, we shared laugh, exchanged culture, and
threw some jokes. Korean people are also nice; my lab mates helped in my research (Bioengineering Dept)
and slowly but sure my Korean proficiency rapidly improved (I can comprehend some basic and intermediate conversation). Furthermore, Inha also supports International culture. We participated in International
culture festival day, during this event, we performed traditional dance from Indonesia and cooked some
Indonesian foods. The Enthusiasms of Korean and other foreigners at our booth boosted our spirit. Perfect environment made my study run smoothly. I passed my each semester quite good and did final exam
for graduation and here I am, as an alumnus of Inha University. After graduation, thankfully I got a job as a
researcher at Cheil Jedang Indonesia. The company works for biotechnology production in Indonesia, especially amino acid and nucleotides. This field fits perfectly with my education’s background. More than 2
years after graduation, my Biotech knowledge and Korean language helped me much. My Korea language
proficiency is often used while talking with expatriates, sharing information from CJ Headquarter in Korea,
prepared by Williem

and explaining to my colleagues some Korean-written papers.

Dr. Nguyen Van Huan - Vietnam
PhD in Information and Communication Engineering
“Wherever I go, Inha Univ is the best place in my heart”
He is Nguyễn Văn Huấn, one of the most excel-

He graduated in 2012

lent Vietnamese students at Inha University. In

and worked as a post-

Vietnam, he was a member of the “excellent stu-

doctor researcher at

dent scholarship” during bachelor degree at Ha-

Computer Vision Lab for six months. Then

noi University of Technology. He came to Inha

thanks to his professor’s recommendation, he

University in August, 2005 for the master course

got a job in IVS Tech. Company. Because of his

in the IT department. After completing the mas-

effort and capability, now he is a manager in the

ter degree he continued to pursue the PhD de-

R&D department of the company. And next se-

gree in the same department. During the master

mester he will come back to Inha University as

and Philosophy research duration, he submitted

an associate professor. He says: “wherever I go,

dozens of paper in domestic and international

Inha University is the best place in my heart”

conferences and journals. Moreover, he was al-

prepared by Pham Thi Huyen Trang

ways a team leader in projects of his laboratory.
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Alumni Talk
Dr. Murad Ali - Pakistan
PhD in Business Administration

Dr. Zhang Ning - China
PhD in International Trade

Graduation : New turn in life

Student to Professor : A new
dimension

Spending almost six
years in Inha University
is a big span of my life.
These six years were full
of joy and happiness.
One of the happiest days
of my life was when I
came to know that on
Feb 21, 2014, finally I
will have Ph.D degree
on my resume. I want to
thank Inha University
for this honor. Doing Ph.D at Inha University was a
wonderful experience. Starting from scratch, taking
classes and doing research was not easy at all. During my Ph.D, I was lucky to get many achievements,
honors and fellowships. I was selected for the
Jungseok International Scholarship of Inha University and International Rotary Fellowship, Korea. I
was Inha Student Ambassador since 2011 and I was
selected as best ambassador for the two consecutive
years 2011 and 2012. I have presented my research
work in different international conferences and my
work has been published in various international
proceedings and journals. My research work received a distinguished research award, the Linsu Kim
Memorial Award 2012, from the Korea Academy of
Management. I will also start my professional career
at Inha University this year as a part of faculty member. There is a great role of all my professors especially my supervisor Prof., Kichan Park and friends
at Inha University for these achievements. One of
the best qualities of Inha University is that all the
professors are encouraging research and they provide any kind of possibilities for good quality research. There are lots of opportunities at Inha University but someone has to explore them. One of
the interesting programs at Inha University which
greatly inspired me is the Inha Student Ambassadorship which provided many opportunities of culture
exposure, food festival, trips, friendship and last but
not least to help new students. I wish that this program will keep continue. I wish the best of luck for
Inha University at every moment.
by

Since graduating from
Inha University, I have
worked as assistant professor at Jiangxi University of Finance and Economics (JUFE) for about
half a year. Now, I would
like to share some of my
work experiences from
the past six months. First,
working is different from
studying; as a student, you
can only focus on study
and research, while working involves many administrative tasks. Therefore, you should treasure your
time as a student and try to learn as much as you can.
Second, no matter how many outcomes I achieved
in the past, becoming a professor was a new start
for me, with a future full of challenges. I now have
many new goals, such as applying to the Grant of
National Research Foundation of China; therefore, I
should do my best from now on. Third, as a teacher,
I felt a responsibility that is different from the kind
of feeling as a student; for example, I must prepare
lessons very carefully in advance, and be responsible
for the students who take my class. In summary, I
enjoy my new job and look forward to a happier
future.
Prepared by

Murad Ali
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Meng Yuetong

Discover Country
‘Be Our Guest’
Turkey
(Turkish:
Türkiye) is
located on
the Anatolian region of
West Asia
and on the
Southe a stern Europe.
Asian Turkey is separated from
European Turkey by the Bosphorus, the Sea of Marmara and the
Dardanelles. With the Black Sea
to the north and the Aegean Sea
in the west and Mediterranean Sea
to the southwest, Turkey is surrounded by Bulgaria and Greece
to the west, Armenia, Azerbaijan
and Georgia to the northeast, Syria, Iraq and Iran to the southeast.
Turkey was founded in 1923 from
the remnants of the Ottoman
Empire.
People
The total population in Turkey
was last recorded at 75.6 million
people in 2012. Turkish is spoken
by over 200 million people and is
the world's 7th most widely used
language. Today's Turkish has
evolved from dialects known
since the 11th century and is one
of the group of languages known
as Ural-Altaic which includes
Finnish and Hungarian. Although
99% of the population is Muslim,
in Turkey religion is seen as strictly a private matter. In fact, Turkey
is the only Islamic country which
is a secular state.
Visitors to Turkey are often pleasantly surprised by the friendliness
of the Turkish people, who will
go out of their way to assist and
happily spend time chatting. Hospitality is a cornerstone of Turkish

culture, and Turks believe that
visitors should be treated as
Guests sent by God. Most Turkish people like to meet foreign
visitors, learn about different cultures and practice their language
skills. It is usual for Turkish people even the men to greet each
other by kissing on both cheeks.
As a tradition, Turkish people
treat their national flag as sacred.
Therefore, one should avoid insulting or showing disrespect to
the Turkish flag.
Climate

All of the four seasons exist in
Turkey. The rectangular shaped
country is surrounded on three
sides by three different seas. Its
shores are laced with beaches,
bays, coves, ports, islands and
peninsulas. The summers are long,
lasting as long as eight months in
some areas. Turkey is also blessed
with majestic mountains and valleys, lakes, rivers, waterfalls and
grottoes perfect for winter and
summer tourism and sports of all
kinds. Skiing fans, mountain
climbers, trekkers, hikers and
hunters can enjoy new and unforgettable experiences in Turkey.
Tourism
Turkey offers a wealth of destination varieties to travelers: from
dome-and-minaret filled skyline
of Istanbul to Roman ruins along
the western and southern coasts,
from heavily indented coastline
against a mountainous backdrop
of Lycia and wide and sunny
7

beaches of Pamphylia to cold and
snowy mountains of the East,
from crazy "foam parties" of
Bodrum to Middle Easternflavored cities of Southeastern
Anatolia, from verdant misty
mountains of Eastern Black Sea
to wide steppe landscapes of Central Anatolia, there is something
for everyone's taste whether they
be travelling on an extreme budget by hitchhiking or by a multimillion yacht. Therefore, it is not
surprising that this country has
recently become one of the
world's most popular tourism destinations. Turkey is a huge openair museum, a repository of all the
civilizations nurtured by the soils
of Anatolia. The huge amount of
historical and archaeological
wealth in Turkey seems more appropriate for an entire continent
than a single country. Recently, a
new field of tourism has opened
up: health tourism. The country is
in fact rich with hot springs, healing waters and healing muds,
which come highly recommended
by the medical authorities as a
remedy for many diseases.
For centuries, Turkey has also
been a crossroads of religions, not
only of Islam and Christianity, but
also of many others now forgotten by history. Many religious
devotees can find a site, a shrine,
a monument, a tomb or a ruin
connected with their faith or belief.
by

Burak

Discover Country
‘Be Our Guest’
Best Places to Visit in Turkey
Istanbul: Once serving as the capital of the Ottoman and Byzantine
Empires, Istanbul today is the largest city in Turkey and one of the
largest in the world. Istanbul
stretches across a narrow strait that
connects Asia and Europe, making
it the only city in the world spanning two continents. Impressive
architecture, historic sites, dining,
shopping, nightlife and exotic atmosphere all make Istanbul one of
the best places to visit in Turkey.
Cappadocia: Situated in Central
Anatolia,
Cappadocia
is
best
known for
its fairytale
landscape of
unusual formations resembling
chimneys, cones, mushrooms and
pinnacles. Natural processes such
as ancient volcanic eruptions and
erosion have all sculpted these odd
formations over the ages. Thousands of years ago, mankind added
remarkable touches to the landscape by carving out houses,
churches
and underground cities from the
soft rock.
Ephesus : By the 1st century BC,
Ephesus was one of the largest cities in all of the Roman Empire,
boasting one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, the
Temple of Artemis. The ruins of
Ephesus are well preserved and

contained within a large archaeological site, making it one of Turkey’s most popular tourist attractions. Its attractions include the
massive Theater, the Temple of
Hadrian and the magnificent Celsus Library, a two-story structure
that was built to house more than
12,000 scrolls.

5. Side: A major port in ancient
Pamphylia and occupied by Alexander the Great in 4th century BC,
Side today is a picturesque town of
classic ruins and modern day resorts overlooking sandy white
beaches. Located on a small peninsula, Side offers fantastic sightseeing, dining
and nightlife.
Its star attraction is
an excavated site of
ancient Hellenistic and Roman ruins that include the remnants of a
colossal amphitheater and various
temples.

Bodrum: Located in the southern
Aegean region of Turkey, Bodrum
was once home to the Mausoleum,
one of the Seven Wonders of the
Ancient World. Today, its intriguing ruins, stunning beaches and
cliff-top resorts attract people from
all over the world. No visit to
Bodrum would be complete without seeing the Castle of St. Peter, Cuisine
also known as Bodrum Castle.
Built from 1402 by the Knights
Hospitaller it now operates as a
museum.

Marmaris: One of Turkey’s most
popular seaside resorts, Marmaris is
a picture-perfect setting of pineclad mountains, sandy white beaches, turquoise waters and historic
architecture. Located along the
Turkish Riviera in southwest Turkey, this stunning cruise port is a
tourist paradise with exceptional
sightseeing opportunities, water
sports, adventure, fantastic dining
and buzzing nightlife.
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Turkish cuisine is renowned as one
of the world's best. It is considered
to be one of the three main cuisines of the world because of the
variety of its recipes, its use of natural ingredients, its flavors and
tastes that appeal to all palates and
its influence throughout Europe,
Asia, the Middle East and Africa.
The cuisine originated in central
Asia, the first home of the Turks,
and then evolved with the contributions of the inland and Mediterranean cultures with which Turks
interacted after their arrival in Anatolia.
by

Burak

Discover Country

People’s republic of China
by

Zhang Yanyan, Li Lian

Where is China?

China-Korea relation is solid

China is in the east of Asia, surrounded by 14
countries. China has 12.6 million km2 area and 34
provinces.

Most of Chinese students in Inha come from three
provinces in the northeast of China (including Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning Province) and Shandong
province.
As we know, In the 1930’s~40’s, Japan established
Manchukuo in northeast China. At that time, South
Korea was a Japanese colony , so many South Korean moved here. Then they became the the Korean
ethnic group later. The Korean ethnic group is
called “chaoxian zu(朝鲜族)” in china， “Korean
Chinese” in Korea.
The Korean ethnic group in China are mainly in
Changbai Mountain Area. Though they have Chinese nationality, most of whom speak Korean language, and they retained the Korean ethnic traditions. They like wearing white clothes which stand
for pure and simple. People of the Korean ethnic
group in China are fond of varieties of sports, such
as wrestling and playing football, and also they are
all good at singing and dancing.

China has long history & various culture
China has five-thousand-years history. Our ancestor
established Xia dynasty at 1000 B.C., Qinshihuang
united six kingdoms at 221 B.C. People's Republic
of China established in 1949.
In China there are 56 ethnic groups, including Han,
Zhuang, Manchues,Hui, Miao,Uigures,Yi, Tujia,
Mongoles, Tibetanos etc. The Han Chinese are the
largest ethnic group, where some 91.59% of the
population was classified as Han Chinese.
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Discover Country

People’s republic of China
temples and cemeteries. The three
most famous cultural sites of the
city, collectively known as San
Kong (三孔), i.e. "The Three Confucian ", are the Temple of Confucius (孔庙), the Cemetery of Confucius (孔林, and the Kong Family
Mansion (孔府). Together, these
three sites have been listed as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site
since 1994.
Now more and more Chinese students are studying in inha. Though
they are from different provinces,
even from different ethnic groups,
they get along with each other like

What’s more, they have over one thousand schools,
of which Yanbian University is very famous. With
the development of South Korea's economy, more
and more Korean Chinese is going back to Korea
for working or studying.

a family.
Welcome to China!

Shandong province is the nearest province to korea.
There are many Korea companies in Shandong
province, in order to promote employment, many
universities in shandong set up Korean department.
It is the main reason why there are so many
studutent from shandong province study in inha.

China not only has a splendid history, but also has a
promising future. As we know, the 29th Olympic
Games and 41th World Expo were held successfully
in Beijing and Shanghai at 2008 and 2010, respectively. Also China is an open country. We welcome
friends from all over the world.

Shandong province is a area with long history, there
is two famous scenic spots in shandong ,
one is Taishan Mountain, the other one is
Qufu (曲阜). Taishan Mountain, a typical
representative of the Chinese famous traditional mountains, is a mountain with a
long history and a special historic status.
In 1982, Taishan Mountain was up into
the list of State key scenic spots and was
formally listed in the directory of World
Natural and Cultural Heritage in 1987.
It becomes a precious heritage of human
being. Qufu is the hometown of Confucius, who is traditionally believed to have
been born at the nearby Mount Ni. The
city contains numerous historic palaces,
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Events — Helping Hand
Fund raising program for the victim
of Hayan in Philippines
Last November, a super typhoon hit the Philippines. It caused devastating damages. Houses were
destroyed, roads became unpassable, the
people’s livelihood
vanished with the
storm and there were
many casualties.
The Department of
Social Welfare and
Development estimates that over 14.9 million people have been affected by Typhoon
Haiyan. This includes 4.13 million
people displaced
from their homes,
of whom an estimated 204,131 are
still living in 1,031
evacuation canters.
On November 30, according to the Philippine
National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management
Council (NDRRMC) the death toll from typhoon
Haiyan in the Philippines rose to 5,632 and counting.
Thus last November 21, 2013, a fundraising was
held here at INHA University. We were able to
raise 1,137,000 won (from mangoes and personal
donations). The proceeds were forwarded to Pinoy
Iskolars in Korea (PIKO) who will forward the
money to Association of Social and Health Advocates Inc. and Philippine Red Cross. The proceeds
came from selling of mango at an affordable price.
The mangoes were purchased from Mango Mania.
We were able to sell 35 boxes of mango (from
booth selling and personal orders). Aside from that
some people also donated
money as well as in-kind
donations. We were able
to collect at least 6 boxes
of relief items. We sent
the goods to Cordillera
Brotherhood Association
since PIKO’s deadline

for relief collections has already passed. The Cordillera Brotherhood Association will send the goods to
the WaraynonLeyte Organization (this organization
“Little deeds of kindness, little words
of love, make our earth an Eden, like
the heaven above”
is for the Indigenous peoples in Leyte, those who
were primarily affected by the super typhoon). Your
help is greatly appreciated.
Students were given post-its and pen to write
messages for the victims of the typhoon. It was very
heart warming because even if we have different
nationalities, people were there to give not only financial support but also encouragement to strive
and overcome this unfortunate event .
INHA student ambassadors, the graduate
school and other internationals students help as
much as they could for the fundraising to be a success. Miss Ji-Hee Kim was one of the key persons
for the success of the fundraising. She organized as
well as sold boxes of mangoes to her family and
officemates It takes a lot of courage to pursue and
persuade customers to come to the booth…. Kudos
to the members of the graduate school for doing
this.
Can you believe it? 30 boxes were sold in
just 5 hours!
Upon transferring the money, the organization
forwarded a letter that they receive the amount that
we sent.

by
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Melanie Chinayog Ayungo

Events — Field Trip (Winter)
2013 Field Trip to NJP Art Center & Korean Folk Village
actually the reflection of life and really delighted me too much.
gentle disturbance.
The tightrope is one of them. The
There is one section of Piano and performer was an old person who
letters. Here the foundation is Pi- can walk on the tight rope with
ano and many letters are hanging proper balance. Not only that, he
on it. Some letters are handwritten showed some performance also
and there are some pictures also. like jumping from one side to anIt seems like some memory.
On 21st December 2013, we visited two famous places, Nam June
Paik art center and Korean folk
village in Yongin city organized by
our graduate school. .
The first one was Nam June Paik
art center in Yongin city. Nam
June Paik (July 20, 1932 – January
29,2006) is considered the founder
of video art.

Another interesting item is Paik’s
suicide robot. That represents our
daily life by this robot. The sound
produced during defecation and
reaction of body during breathing
make it realistic behavior. It has
some message also, we should always careful about them who are
under control. Because, at last that
robot committed suicide.
Overall that museum was very enjoyable with different theme.

We visited this art center named as
Gentle disturbance. This name
made us more curious about the
theme of this art center. Basically
this art center is composed of deferent interesting items and Mr.
Paik tried to use the power and
significance of video art. The Tv –
Garden is one of the attractive After visiting this art center, we
items. This is basically indoor gar- went for launch and it was Korean
traditional food. And this type of
food with different taste is always
attractive for foreigners. We enjoyed it also.

den with around thirty televisions
on the floor with large number of
trees. This garden represents the
combination of our nature with
the artificial environment. All the
televisions are flashing with videos
in the mesh of green trees. This is

The second place was Korean
Folk village. That place was the
combination of different part of
Korean traditional life and culture.
That is really informative to foreigners. It provides an outdoor
museum and already famous as a
tourist spot in Korea. Most of the
items in this folk village are very
interesting and some of them are
12

other. He did some attractive performance. Another one was horse
riding event. That was explained
to us by a young man wearing Korean traditional dress. That performance was done by some young
men and women. They rode the
horses and showed the performances with different style like
sitting on the horse, sometimes
standing, rope jumping and making pyramid shape also. Actually
these two places are worth to visit.
And I with my friend enjoyed a lot.
That is why, I would like to thank
the organizing body of this field
trip of Inha University.

by

Syed Md. Asif

Inha Student Ambassadors (Fall)
Name

: 장연연 (Zhang Yan Yan)

Name

: 엠디아시프 (Syed Md. Asif)
: Bangladesh

Country

: China

Country

Department

: Korean Studies

Department

: Electronic Engineering

E-mail

: ziyanzhang1118@hanmail.net

E-mail

: asif_eceku@yahoo.com

Name

: 맹월동 (Meng Yue Tong )

Name

: 윌리엄 (Williem)

Country

: China

Country

: Republic of Indonesia

Department

: International Trade

Department

: Electronic Engineering

E-mail

: mengyuetong1@sina.cn

E-mail

: williem.pao@gmail.com

Name

: 산디판 (Bera Sandipan)

Name

: 이련 (Li Lian)

Country

: Republic of India

Country

: China

Department

: Chemistry and

Department

: Industrial Engineering

E-mail

: skysecret521@naver.com

Chemical Engineering
E-mail

: sandipanbera@yahoo.com

Name

:누 르 지 드(Ahmad
Rosli)

Nurzid

Name

: 이씨든 (Ly Sidoeun)

Country

: Cambodia

Country

: Malaysia

Department

: Civil Engineering

Department

: Computer and

E-mail

: sidoeunly@gmail.com
E-mail

: ahmad.nurzid@gmail.com

Information Engineering

: 빈데리야 (Ganzorig Binderiya)

Name

: 무라드 (Murad Ali)

Country

: Mongolia

Country

: Pakistan

Department

: Biological Sciences

Department

: Business Administration

: benisapphire@gmail.com

E-mail

: muradjee81@hotmail.com

Name

E-mail

Name

: 쭌뿌윈쭈 (Zun Pwint Kyu)

Name

: 부락 (Burak Ozturk)

Country

: Myanmar

Country

: Turkey

Department

: Business Administration

Department

: Naval Architecture and

E-mail

: sw33tlove90@gmail.com
E-mail

: ozturk.burak@windowslive.com

Name

: 황이고리 (Khvan Igor)

Country

: Uzbekistan

Department

: Culture Management

E-mail

: khvan.igor@inha.edu

Ocean Engineering

Name

: 멜라니(Ayungo Melanie Chinayog)

Country

: Philippines

Department

: Marine Science and
Biological Engineering

E-mail

: melanieinha@gmail.com

Name

: 팜티휀짱 (Pham Thi Huyen Trang)

Country

: Vietnam

Department

: Multicultural Studies and Education

E-mail

: k82670@gmail.com
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We provide the assistance to everyone to
the best of our abilities. We are happy to
be a part of the Family of the Graduate
Program.

Notice Board
[INHA University's Recommendation for 2014 KGSP]
Deadline of application Period: March 19th(Wed), 2014
Number of students for 2014 KGSP recommendation:
Max. 20 students (Max. 3 from one country)
How to apply : Submit required documents to the graduate school office
by postal mail (DHL, Fedex, etc.)
Scholarship Period: 1 year of Korean language learning program
+ 2 years for Master's degree / 3 years for Doctoral degree
Scholarship Amount: Full financial support including tuition fees and
monthly allowances (KRW 900,000), etc.
Eligibility for application:
① Less than 40 years of age, ② G.P.A. : Min. 80 out of 100, etc.

NIIED homepage: http://www.niied.go.kr

For details about 2013 KGSP, visit the link http://gradeng.INHA.ac.kr/board_notice_en/View.aspx?
Seq=34943&CateNum=&PageNum=0&SearchField=Title&Keyword=&SortExp=&SortDir=0

Special Messages to Alumni

Editor’s Desk
The third Issue of INHA Global Messenger
wanted to build awareness with regards to the
activities of the graduate school. It also aims to
provide information to our fellow Inhaians
and to encourage international students to
consider INHA for their graduate studies.
Through this publication we can be able to
promote the experience of INHA International graduates that has been successful in their
field of expertise.

1. Send a message about your current job
position and contact information to graduate
@inha.ac.kr as a member of Inha global alumni
Network. The Graduate School will keep sending
a newsletter or useful notices for alumni.
2. Send you message and your story to
graduate@inha.ac.kr. After selecting then we
will upload them for the next issue.
3. If you need any certificates about your acdemic records at Inha University, you can use Internet
Certificate Issuing Sysytem http://
certpia.inha.ac.kr or aapply for the postal service of certificate issuance. For deatails, visit
http://gradeng.inha.ac.kr/campus/
campus_050401.aspx

Edited by:
Bera Sandipan (India)
Ahmad Nurzid Rosli (Malaysia)
Melanie Chinayog Ayungo (Philippines)
Designed by:
Ly Sidoeun (Cambodia)

4. Promote 2014 KGSP and Junseok International Scholarship Program about admission for fall
semester of 2014 to many excellent international
students in your country.

Organized by:
2013–Fall Inha student Ambassadors
Supported by:
Graduate School, Inha University
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